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CCF WA MEDIA RELEASE
CCF WA welcomes potentially game-changing procurement reform
Western Australia’s civil construction industry congratulates the State Government for signalling a strong commitment to reducing
red tape in infrastructure procurement by introducing the Procurement Bill 2020 into Parliament today.
Civil Contractors Federation WA CEO Andy Graham said Finance Minister Ben Wyatt deserved praise for championing much
needed and overdue reforms. “Tackling some of the entrenched practices in Government won’t be easy and it will take strong and
committed leadership to effect change,” Mr Graham said.
“CCF WA has been saying for many years that procurement red tape is a significant impost on businesses in the civil infrastructure
construction sector, and that more can be done to reduce that burden through greater consistency in contracts, tendering
processes and prequalification requirements.
“The current wide variety of documentation and processes has long been a source of frustration for Western Australian civil
contractors and suppliers who typically work for a number of different Government agencies, authorities and corporations at one
time.
“And of course, it’s not just industry that bears the burden. This is a significant internal red tape issue for Government. The
synergies and efficiencies that will flow from more consistent procurement will save the Government in areas such as tender
evaluation, contract administration and legal reviews.
“Ultimately, higher bid costs and administration costs are reflected in higher costs to taxpayers.”
Mr Graham said a more consistent approach to risk transfer in contracts should result from the reforms.
“Common sense dictates that State Government instrumentalities should take a consistent approach to fundamental elements
of contract risk such as delays, damages and latent conditions,” he said. “Standardised contracts would allow everyone in
Government and industry to become more accustomed to their rights and obligations. This would mean less time managing and
interpreting contracts and more time focusing on the safe and efficient delivery of infrastructure.
“Procurement reforms will benefit Government and industry alike, reducing red tape, boosting productivity, and realising greater value
for money from every dollar spent on infrastructure.”
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